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to the coils ready foft another cycle of
cooling. When sufficient heat leaks J
into the chest again, the compressor
again is started automatically to
operating. ,

The action of the electric refrigera- <'

tor, r. Andrews explains, is entirely
autbmatic, and a constant cold temperatureis maintained in the refrigeratorwithout any attention on the part
of the housewife. This temperature,
it was pointed out, will be constantly
below 50 degrees.a dry, cold atmoar

phere in which foods will not spoil.
Another attractive feature of the

electric refrigerator, it was pointed
out, is the ice-making feature. Shallowtrays are fitted into recesses insidethe coils and here cubes of hard,
pure ice are frozen. There will be I
plenty of this ioe for ordinary house- 1
hold needs.cooling drinks and the I
like.

NOPE! CANT GET MORE'N
YOU GIVE

'it'll Pay Both Uility and
Public To Be

Honest

There is only one policy which In
the end will.that is honesty and
fairness. The principle applies to

public utilities and their publics as

well as bo individuals.",
Rendering a recent decision, the

Idaho Public Utilities Commission
said: l
"A public utility which imposes an

unfair burden of rates on its consumerStjjrotherwise treats them unfairly,
may gain a somewhat Increased revenuefor a time; but inevitably will
be forced to meet hampering resentmentand hostility which will cause

higher costs, a reduced number of
customers, a lessened amount of use

by restrained customers, and these
will certainly result in reducing the
value of the utility's Investment,
even if the loss of much of ft is avoided.
"On the other hand, the public can

for a time force a level of rates below
the point of fairness. By so doing
it temporarily teduces the amount
paid for service, but there promptly
results a rapid reduction of quality
and quanity of service.
"No one, whether it be an individu_... ,

ai or a puonc uuiuy, can lor very

long obtain more than is fairly paid
for. More than this there would be
prompt check of service expansion*
not only by the utility affected, but
by all others where further investmentis needed for public service.
"Investors do not go where unfair- vM

ness is waiting. This would seriouslyaffect and retard the development II
of the State, as one of the most Importantelements in State progress Is
ample and satisfactory utility service
and the ready extension of it as It
may be needed. In either case the
State suffers."
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